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Electro-osmotic flow over a charged superhydrophobic surface
Hui Zhao*
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Nevada 89154, USA
共Received 18 March 2010; published 23 June 2010兲
Bubbles can be trapped inside textured structures such as grooves, forming a superhydrophobic surface. A
superhydrophobic surface has a large effective hydrodynamic slip length compared to a smooth hydrophobic
surface and holds the promise of enhancing electrokinetic flows that find many interesting applications in
microfluidics. However, recent theoretical studies suggested that electro-osmotic flows over a weakly charged
superhydrophobic surface 关the zeta potential of the surface is smaller than the thermal potential 共25 mV兲兴 can
only be enhanced when liquid-gas interfaces are charged 关T. M. Squires, Phys. Fluids 20, 092105 共2008兲;
Bahga et al., J. Fluid Mech. 644, 245 共2010兲兴. So far there is little work reported when the zeta potential of the
surface is comparable or even larger than the thermal potential. In this paper we numerically investigate
electro-osmotic flows over a periodically striped slip-stick surface by solving the standard Poisson-NernstPlanck equations. Our results indicate that at large zeta potentials, even if liquid-gas interfaces are charged, the
nonuniform surface conduction due to the mismatch between surface conductions over no-shear and no-slip
regions leads to electric field lines penetrating the double layer and thus the nonuniform surface conduction
weakens the tangential component of the electric field which primarily drives electro-osmotic flows. Our
results imply that, in the presence of strong nonuniform surface conduction, enhanced electro-osmotic flows
over a superhydrophobic surface are possible only in certain conditions. In particular, the enhancement due to
the slip can potentially be lost at large zeta potentials. Similar loss of the enhancement of a charged particle’s
electrophoretic mobility due to the slip was reported by Khair and Squires 关Phys. Fluids 21, 042001 共2009兲兴.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.81.066314

PACS number共s兲: 47.65.⫺d, 47.57.jd, 83.50.Rp, 47.61.Jd

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advance of nanofabrication and microfabrication
technologies and novel, sensitive, and high-resolution experimental techniques, hydrodynamic slip over a smooth
liquid-solid interface has been detected in experiments and
slip length was measured to be about on the order of nanometers 关1–7兴. Since the hydrodynamic slip can reduce drags
and enhance flow rates, it attracts more attention 关2,6,8兴.
However, the enhancement due to the slip for a pressuredriven flow is determined by the ratio of the slip length to the
height of the channel 关9兴. Thus, observed nanometer slip can
only slightly enhance a pressure-driven flow for microfluidic
applications.
To overcome the limitation of nanometer slip lengths over
a smooth hydrophobic surface, the so-called superhydrophobic surfaces have great potential 关8兴. Superhydrophobic surfaces were inspired by the unique water-repellent properties
of the lotus leaf 关10兴. These surfaces are covered with microstructures and nanostructures such as posts, grooves, or holes
that can effectively trap bubbles. If the liquid surface is restricted to the top of the roughness 共Cassie state兲 关8兴, the
liquid will be in contact with the solid over a fraction of the
surface, while the rest will be exposed to the gas phase with
nearly zero viscosity 关11,12兴. The liquid moves over trapped
bubbles with a significant reduction in friction, providing a
means to boost the flow. With desired textured patterns, an
apparent slip length of orders of microns over a superhydrophobic surface was observed 关13–15兴. A number of experimental and numerical studies have been conducted to inves-
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tigate pressure-driven flows over superhydrophobic surfaces
and to estimate apparent slip lengths 关16–29兴.
Due to favorable scaling with miniaturization, electrokinetic phenomena have attracted increased interests and find
various new applications in lab-on-a-chip devices and other
emerging technologies 关30,31兴. One important application of
electrokinetic flows is to drive and pump liquid in a small
confined space 关32兴. Because the effect of the hydrodynamic
slip for electro-osmotic 共EO兲 flows is determined by the ratio
of the slip length to the double layer thickness, it is possible
to significantly enhance electrokinetic flows over a hydrophobic surface even for slip lengths of nanometers due to the
fact that a typical double layer length is on the order of
nanometers 关33–38兴. EO flows over a hydrophobic surface
have many potential applications ranging from drag reduction 关39,40兴, nanoscale energy conversion 关41,42兴, to electrochromatography 关43兴. Further studies were also devoted to
investigating the effect of the hydrodynamic slip on the electrophoretic mobility and the dipole moment 关44,45兴.
Consider that the effective slip length of a superhydrophobic surface is much larger than the one of a traditional hydrophobic surface. One might intuitively expect that the
combination of EO flows and a superhydrophobic surface
might further massively amplify the induced flow. However,
such giant amplification is not apparent since the effects of
both slip lengths and surface charge distribution on a superhydrophobic surface are not homogeneous. The anisotropic
nature of a superhydrophobic surface might adversely affect
the enhancement of EO flows. In fact, Squires 关46兴 studied
EO flows over an inhomogeneously charged slipping surface
in the limits of thin double layers and small zeta potentials
and found that when the liquid-gas interface carries no
charge, the EO flow is precisely the same as that over a
homogeneously charged no-slip surface. In addition, Bahga
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et al. 关47兴 derived analytical solutions of EO flows over a
weakly charged superhydrophobic surface 共small zeta potentials兲 and concluded that, for an arbitrary double layer thickness, there is no flow enhancement when the liquid-gas interface is uncharged and only significant flow enhancement
is possible with charged liquid-gas interfaces.
Both Squires 关46兴 and Bahga et al. 关47兴 are restricted to
small zeta potentials. At small zeta potentials, the nonuniform surface conduction over a superhydrophobic surface is
negligible. But at moderate or large zeta potentials, as
pointed out by Squires 关46兴, the mismatch between surface
conductions over no-shear regions and no-slip regions causes
ions to exchange between the double layer and the bulk in
order to maintain global ion conservation. This transport process deforms the electric field to penetrate the double layer.
In other words, the tangential electric field driving EO flows
is weakened due to this exchange, potentially leading to a
reduction in EO flows. So far the consequence of the nonuniform surface conduction at large zeta potentials on flow
enhancement has not been systematically studied yet. Moreover, ion transport between the double layer and the bulk
creates a bulk concentration gradient outside the double layer
关48兴. This induced concentration gradient can generate an
osmotic pressure difference that will drive a diffusio-osmotic
flow 关49兴. Such a flow might also affect EO flows over a
superhydrophobic surface.
In this paper, we will numerically investigate the role of
the nonuniform surface conduction over a superhydrophobic
surface in enhancing EO flows. The paper is organized as
follows. The mathematical model is introduced in Sec. II. In
Sec. III, we solve the proposed mathematical model with a
regular perturbation expansion in terms of the applied electric field. In Sec. IV, we compare our numerical simulations
with theoretical predictions in the limit of small zeta potentials. In Sec. V, we discuss the EO mobility characterizing
the magnitude of electrokinetic flows in terms of zeta potentials of both no-shear and no-slip regions. Section VI concludes.

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 A schematic of a superhydrophobic surface and the coordinate system where H = LS + LNS and the double
layer thickness D Ⰶ H.

Since the Reynolds number associated with electrokinetic
flows is typically small, flow velocities uជ satisfy the Stokes
equation
− ⵜp −

1
2
2D

共C+ − C−兲 ⵜ  + ⵜ2uជ = 0.

The fluid is incompressible,
ⵜ • uជ = 0.

共2兲

In the above, all the variables are dimensionless. Various
scales used in the normalization scheme will be specified
later. p is the pressure; C is the ion’s concentration; the subscripts 共+兲 and 共−兲 denote, respectively, the cations and the
ជ = −ⵜ is the electric
anions;  is the electric potential; E
ⴱ
ⴱ 冑 ⴱ ⴱ ⴱ
ⴱ2 ⴱ
field; D = 关1 / 共LNS + LS兲兴 1R T / 2F C0 is the dimensionless Debye screening length normalized with the length of
ⴱ
+ LⴱS; Cⴱ0 is the solute’s bulk concentrathe periodic cell LNS
ⴱ
tion; R is the ideal gas constant; Fⴱ is the Faraday constant;
and Tⴱ is the temperature.
The electric potential  obeys the Poisson equation

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

ⵜ 2 = −

Consider a liquid flowing in a two-dimensional microchannel of a height 2H that contains periodically slip-stick
strips. The no-shear regions are transverse to the flow direction. The width of the no-slip region is LNS and the width of
the no-shear region is LS. Here, let H = LNS + LS. The channel
is filled with a 1-1 symmetric electrolyte with permittivity 1.
A uniform external electric field E0 is imposed along the
axial direction. Zeta potentials of no-slip and no-shear regions are, respectively, NS and S. Accordingly, electric
double layers are developed near charged surfaces 关50,51兴.
The external electric field drives excess ions inside the
double layer to migrate, drag water to move with them, and
induce an electro-osmotic flow. We use the Cartesian 共x , y兲
coordinate with its origin at the bottom of the channel. Figure 1 depicts the geometry and the coordinate system. The
light dashed lines denote the computational domain, which is
periodic in the flow direction. Notice that the EO flow is
symmetric with respect to the centerline of the channel 共thick
dashed line兲.

共1兲

C+ − C−
2
2D

.

共3兲

The ions’ fluxes,

ជ ⫾ = − D⫾ ⵜ C⫾ − z⫾D⫾C⫾ ⵜ  + mC⫾uជ ,
N

共4兲

satisfy the Nernst-Planck equations

ជ ⫾ = 0.
ⵜ•N

共5兲

In the above, m = ⴱ1Rⴱ2Tⴱ2 / ⴱD+ⴱ Fⴱ2 is the ionic drag coefficient and ⴱ is the solvent’s dynamic viscosity. Further we
ⴱ
+ LⴱS as the length scale, RⴱTⴱ / Fⴱ as the electric pouse LNS
ⴱ
+ LⴱS兲兴 as the velocity
tential scale, ⴱ1Rⴱ2Tⴱ2 / 关ⴱFⴱ2共LNS
ⴱ
scale, the bulk concentration C0 as the concentration scale,
ⴱ
+ LⴱS兲2兴 as the pressure scale, and D⫾
ⴱ1Rⴱ2Tⴱ2 / 关Fⴱ2共LNS
ⴱ
ⴱ
= D⫾ / D+ is the ratio of the molecular diffusivities 共i.e., D+
= 1兲. Below, for simplicity, we will assume D+ = D− 共it is
straightforward to extend to the case of D+ ⫽ D−兲. Boundary
conditions will be specified later.
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III. PERTURBATION EXPANSION IN TERMS OF
THE APPLIED ELECTRIC FIELD’S INTENSITY

Here, we assume that the applied electric field is much
smaller than the electric field induced by the surface charge.
In other words, the external electric field only slightly disturbs the electric potential and the ions’ concentration of the
equilibrium double layer. Under these conditions, one can
use a regular perturbation expansion around the equilibrium
double layer,

冢 冣冢 冣 冢 冣

共0兲
共1兲

共0兲
共1兲
C⫾ = C⫾
+ ␦ C⫾
+ O共␦2兲.
uជ
0
uជ 共1兲

ជ = −ⵜ remain periodic along the flow direction.
intensities E
To facilitate computation, we will directly solve the electric
ជ = 共Ex , Ey兲兴 rather than the electric potenfield intensities 关E
ជ = 共Ex , Ey兲 can be readily derived by
tial. The equations of E
differentiating the Poisson equation 共3兲, respectively.
Substituting series 共6兲 into Eqs. 共1兲–共5兲, retaining terms
up to O共␦兲, we have
− ⵜp共1兲 −

1
2
2D

ជ 共1兲 + 共C+共1兲 − C−共1兲兲 ⵜ 共0兲兴
关− 共C+共0兲 − C−共0兲兲E

+ ⵜ2uជ 共1兲 = 0,

共6兲

共10兲
ⵜ • uជ 共1兲 = 0,

In the above, we denoted the perturbed quantities with the
prefix ␦ that is the ratio between the magnitudes of the external electric field and that of the equilibrium electric double
layer 共E0D / 兲.

ជ 共1兲 =
ⵜ 2E

共11兲

ⵜC+共1兲 − ⵜC−共1兲
2
2D

共12兲

,

共1兲
共0兲 ជ 共1兲
共1兲
共0兲 共1兲
− z⫾共− C⫾
E + C⫾
ⵜ 共0兲兲 + mC⫾
uជ 兴 = 0.
ⵜ • 关− ⵜC⫾

共13兲

A. Zeroth-order approximation
共0兲
C⫾

共0兲

We assume that  and
are, respectively, the equilibrium electric potential and the equilibrium concentrations
induced by surface charges in the absence of an external
共0兲
obey
electric field. At equilibrium, ions’ concentrations C⫾
the classical Boltzmann distribution
共0兲
C⫾

=e

⫿共0兲

共7兲

.

The electric potential 共0兲 satisfies the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation
ⵜ2共0兲 =

sinh共共0兲兲
2
D

冦冋

冧

1,

s⬎h

0,

s⬍−h

冉 冊册

1
s
s 1
1 + + sin
2
h 
h

E共1兲
y =−

共1兲
= 0,
n

共14兲

at y = 0.

2 共1兲
2 共1兲
Notice
that
E共1兲
x /  y = −  /  y  x = −  / x  y
共1兲
共1兲
= Ey / x and Ey = 0 at y = 0. The boundary condition of
E共1兲
x can be expressed as

 E共1兲
x
= 0,
y

共8兲

.

The boundary conditions are 共0兲
1 = NS on the liquid-solid
=

on
the
liquid-gas
interface, and 共0兲
interface, 共0兲
S
1
1 = 0 at
the center of the channel. Periodic boundary conditions are
imposed along the x direction. Here, we assume that the
height of the channel is much larger than the double layer
thickness 共H Ⰷ D兲 共thin-double-layer limit兲. To approximate
discontinuities in zeta potentials of no-slip and no-shear regions, we use the smooth Heaviside function H, which remains zero within the no-slip region and one within the noshear region,

H=

At the channel’s wall 共y = 0兲, we assume that the permittivity
of the surface is much smaller than that of the liquid. Thus,
the electric insulated condition can be imposed,

共15兲

at y = 0.

With respect to ions’ concentrations, the zero-flux conditions
are imposed,
−

冉

冊

共1兲
共0兲
 C⫾
共0兲 共1兲
共1兲 
− z⫾ − C⫾
E y + C⫾
= 0,
y
y

at y = 0.
共16兲

The velocities at the no-slip region obey the no-slip condition
u共1兲 = 0,

v共1兲 = 0.

共17兲

At the no-shear region they satisfy the perfect-slip condition

 u共1兲
= 0,
y

共9兲

, 兩s兩 ⬍ h,

v共1兲 = 0.

共18兲

At the center of the channel, the symmetric conditions are
imposed for the velocities, the ionic concentrations, as well
as the pressure. The electric field intensities are, respectively,
given by

where s = 兩x兩 − 1 / 4 and h = 0.005.
B. First-order approximation

The external electric field slightly perturbs the equilibrium electric double layer. The first-order equations O共␦兲 are
linear in terms of the perturbed quantities. The first-order
electric potential is not periodic along the x direction in the
presence of the external electric field. But the electric field

E共1兲
x = E 0,

E共1兲
y = 0.

共19兲

Along the flow direction, the periodic condition A关−共Lns
+ Ls兲 / 2兴 = A关共Lns + Ls兲 / 2兴 is satisfied, where A stands for any
variable including the velocities, the pressure, the electric
field intensities, and the ions’ concentrations.
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To examine the enhancement of EO flows over a superhydrophobic surface, the averaged velocity can be computed
by integrating the velocity along any cross section. Here, we
choose the cross section at x = 0. Because the averaged velocity is proportional to the external electric field, we can
further define an averaged electro-osmotic mobility to characterize EO flows:

Ua =

冕

H

udy

0

HE0

.

共20兲

To study the possibility of the enhancement due to the slip,
the averaged EO mobility Ua will be compared against that
of a uniformly charged no-slip surface.
IV. SOLUTION PROCEDURE AND CODE VERIFICATION

The zeroth-order and first-order equations with corresponding boundary conditions were solved with the finite
element software COMSOL 3.5 共Comsol™, Sweden兲. In order
to resolve the detailed structure of the electric double layer
and capture the discontinuities in zeta potentials and slip and
no-slip conditions in the proximity of the gas-solid interface,
nonuniform elements were used with dense mesh concentrated next to the surface and the elements’ size gradually
increased as the distance from the surface increased. The
mesh was refined a few times to assure that the computational results are mesh independent.
To verify our numerical algorithm, we computed the averaged EO mobility in the case of low zeta potentials and
compared our numerical results with analytical solutions reported by Squires 关46兴 and Bahga et al. 关47兴. Under the assumptions of small zeta potentials 共兩兩 Ⰶ 1兲 and the thindouble-layer limit, the averaged EO mobility is expressed as
关46,47兴
Ua = − 关NS + 共␤/D兲S兴,

共21兲

where ␤ is the effective hydrodynamic slip length and is
deduced from the increase in the flow rate of a pressuredriven flow due to the slip over the same superhydrophobic
surface. For the conditions given here, ␤ = 0.0552. Detailed
calculation of ␤ is presented in the Appendix.
Interestingly, for an uncharged liquid-gas interface, Eq.
共21兲 indicates that the averaged EO mobility Ua is equal to
−NS. No enhancement of EO flows is predicted. The same
observation was also made by Squires 关46兴 using the Lorentz
reciprocal theorem, wherein he explained that the EO flow
appears to slip over the charged region without experiencing
any shear force from the no-shear region.
Figure 2 plots the averaged EO mobility Ua as a function
of 兩NS兩 when D = 0.01 and the liquid-gas interface is uncharged. The line and the symbols correspond, respectively,
to the averaged EO mobility predicted by Eq. 共21兲 and the
one computed by numerical simulations. Our numerical
simulations agreed well with Eq. 共21兲 when 兩NS兩 ⬍ 1. Since
Eq. 共21兲 is derived in the limit of low zeta potentials, it is not
surprising that in the case of 兩NS兩 ⬎ 1 the computed Ua deviates from theoretical predictions.

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 The averaged EO mobility Ua as a function of 兩NS兩 when D = 0.01 and the liquid-gas interface is uncharged. The line and the symbols correspond, respectively, to the
averaged EO mobility predicted by Eq. 共21兲 and that computed by
numerical simulations.

In addition, Fig. 3 depicts the averaged EO mobility Ua
as a function of S / NS, the ratio of zeta potentials of the
liquid-gas and liquid-solid interfaces when D = 0.01 and
NS = −0.1. Once again, our simulations are in excellent
agreements with theoretical predictions.
In the case of a uniformly charged superhydrophobic surface 共S = NS兲, Bahga et al. 关47兴 demonstrated that Eq. 共21兲 is
indeed applicable for an arbitrary double layer thickness assuming that the zeta potential remains small 共兩兩 Ⰶ 1兲. Figure
4 plots the averaged EO mobility Ua as a function of 1 / D
when S = NS = −0.1. Our simulations agreed well with Eq.
共21兲 over a broad range of double layer lengths. The excellent agreements with Eq. 共21兲 verified our numerical code.
Next we can compute the averaged EO mobility in the case
of 兩NS兩 ⬎ 1 where Eq. 共21兲 fails.

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 The averaged EO mobility Ua as a function of S / NS, the ratio between the zeta potentials of liquid-gas
and liquid-solid interfaces when D = 0.01 and NS = −0.1. The line
and the symbols correspond, respectively, to the averaged EO mobility predicted by Eq. 共21兲 and that computed by numerical
simulations.
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 The averaged EO mobility Ua as a function of 1 / D, when S = −0.1 and NS = −0.1. The line and the symbols correspond, respectively, to the averaged EO mobility predicted by Eq. 共21兲 and that computed by numerical simulations.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5 depicts the averaged EO mobility Ua as a function of 兩NS兩 when D = 0.03. The dashed and dashed-dotted
lines with symbols correspond, respectively, to S / NS = 0 and
S / NS = 1. For comparison, the solid line represents the EO
mobility of the surface which is of no slip and is homogeneously charged. In contrast to the results presented in Sec.
IV, when 兩NS兩 ⬎ 1, the averaged EO mobility over a superhydrophobic surface with uncharged liquid-gas interfaces, is
much smaller than the one over the homogeneously charged
no-slip surface. When liquid-gas interfaces are charged, the
EO mobility is amplified much less than their counterpart of
low zeta potentials.
The above phenomena are readily explained: the external
electric field drives excess ions inside the double layer to
migrate and induces an EO flow that simultaneously transports ions inside the double layer. The processes of ion mi-

FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 The averaged EO mobility Ua as a function of 兩NS兩 when D = 0.03. The dashed and dashed-dotted lines
with symbols correspond, respectively, to S / NS = 0 and S / NS = 1.
The solid line represents the EO mobility of a homogeneously
charged nonslip surface.

FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 A schematic of nonuniform surface conduction over a superhydrophobic surface and its effects on deforming the electric field and bulk concentration. 共a兲 The surface current
inside the double layer of the no-slip region is larger than that of the
no-shear region 共JNS ⬎ JS兲. 共b兲 The surface current inside the double
layer of the no-slip region is smaller than that of the no-shear region
共JNS ⬍ JS兲.

gration and convection lead to surface conduction. Consider
that liquid-solid and liquid-gas interfaces normally have different surface properties. Likely the surface conduction over
the entire surface is not homogeneous. In particular, it might
become discontinuous in the proximity of the gas-solid interface. In order to guarantee the conservation of the electric
current, ions must enter the electric double layer from the
bulk when the surface conduction increases 关at left in Fig.
6共a兲兴. Ions must be depleted into the bulk from the double
layer when the surface conduction decreases 关at right in Fig.
6共a兲兴. In turn, this depletion-accumulation process deforms
the electric field to penetrate the double layer, thus weakening the tangential component of the electric field that is responsible to drive the EO flow. This process leads to a
smaller EO mobility in comparison to Eq. 共21兲, where the
external electric field is assumed to be parallel to the surface.
As the zeta potential grows larger, the tangential component
of the electric field becomes weaker, in order to maintain the
global ion conservation. Moreover, this depletionaccumulation process also creates a bulk concentration gradient outside the double layer. For instance, at left in Fig.
6共a兲, the penetrated electric field attracts counterions into the
double layer and repels coions, creating a salt sink outside
the double layer. On the contrary, at right in Fig. 6共a兲, the
electric field creates a salt source. It is well known that the
concentration gradient can induce a diffusio-osmotic flow
关49兴 that might complicate the EO flow. Its effect will be
discussed later.
In the case of S / NS = 1, since there is no shear resistance
at the liquid-gas interface, the EO flow inside the double
layer near the no-shear region is significantly boosted, resulting in a higher surface conduction compared to that near the
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FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 The averaged EO mobility Ua as a function of S / NS when D = 0.03. The solid, dashed, and dashed-dotted
lines with symbols correspond, respectively, to NS = −1, NS = −3,
and NS = −5.

no-slip region. The conservation of the current requires that,
as the electric field penetrates the double layer, ions are depleted into the bulk from the double layer at left in Fig. 6共b兲
and are withdrawn into the double layer at right in Fig. 6共b兲.
Similarly this depletion-accumulation process results in a reduction in the tangential component of the electric field and
thus a reduction in the EO mobility. Meanwhile, a salt sink
and a salt source are created. This bulk concentration gradient, in turn, induces a diffusio-osmotic flow.
Consider the following scenario: in the case of 兩S兩
⬍ 兩NS兩, the migration current over the no-shear region is normally smaller than that over the no-slip region. But the hydrodynamic slip at the no-shear region typically increases the
convection current. Thus, it is possible that there exists a
critical S / NS where the surface current having both migration and convection components may become homogenous
again in the proximity of the gas-solid interface. In other
words, the electric field is likely again parallel to the surface,
and thus a maximum EO mobility will be anticipated.
To confirm our speculation, Fig. 7 depicts the averaged
EO mobility Ua as a function of S / NS when D = 0.03. The
solid, dashed, and dashed-dotted lines with symbols correspond, respectively, to NS = −1, NS = −3, and NS = −5. In the
case of NS = −1, as S / NS increases, the averaged EO mobility also increases since the surface conduction over the
superhydrophobic surface is small, and the effect of the nonuniform surface conduction is inappreciable. In contrast,
when NS = −3 and NS = −5, the EO mobility Ua initially increases, reaches a maximum, and then decreases as S / NS
increases. In the case of NS = −5, the maximum EO mobility
is predicted around S / NS = 0.74.
Figure 8 plots the electric field lines for S / NS = 0.5 关Fig.
8共a兲兴, S / NS = 0.74 关Fig. 8共b兲兴, and S / NS = 1 关Fig. 8共c兲兴
when D = 0.03 and NS = −5. The arrows indicate the direction of the electric field in the proximity of the gas-solid
interface. The background is the local salt concentration
C共1兲 = 共C+共1兲 + C−共1兲兲 / 2. Figure 8 is consistent with our intuitive
argument. For instance, when S / NS = 0.5, the surface conduction over the no-slip region is larger than that over the
no-shear region. Thus, ions enter the double layer at the left

FIG. 8. 共Color online兲 The electric field lines for 共a兲 S / NS
= 0.5, 共b兲 S / NS = 0.74, and 共c兲 S / NS = 1, when D = 0.03 and NS
= −5. The arrows indicate the direction of the electric field. The
background color is the local salt concentration.

and are depleted into the bulk at the right to maintain the
conversation of the current. Accordingly, the electric field
points into the double layer at the left and points outward at
the right. In the case of S / NS = 1, the surface conduction
over the no-shear region exceeds that over the no-slip region
and the direction of the electric field is reversed. In contrast,
when S / NS = 0.74, the difference of ions’ migrations inside
the double layer, between the no-shear and no-slip regions,
caused by different zeta potentials is offset by the difference
of convections due to the slip. The surface conduction is
nearly homogenous in the proximity of the gas-solid interface. Accordingly, the electric field is nearly parallel to the
surface or the tangential component of the electric field increases. Therefore, the EO flow reaches its maximum.
As discussed earlier, the nonuniform surface conduction
over a superhydrophobic surface not only weakens the tangential component of the electric field, but also creates a bulk
concentration gradient outside the double layer. Figure 9
plots the local salt concentration C共1兲 = 共C+共1兲 + C−共1兲兲 / 2 as a
function of x when D = 0.03 and y = 0.1 共outside the double
layer兲. The solid, dashed, and dashed-dotted lines correspond, respectively, to S / NS = 0.5, S / NS = 0.74, and
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FIG. 9. 共Color online兲 The local salt concentration C共1兲 = 共C+共1兲
+ C−共1兲兲 / 2 as a function of x when D = 0.03, NS = −5, and y = 0.1.
The solid, dashed, and dashed-dotted lines correspond, respectively,
to S / NS = 0.5, S / NS = 0.74, and S / NS = 1.

S / NS = 1. Consistent with Fig. 8, when S / NS = 0.5, a salt
sink is created to the left of the no-slip region and a salt
source is created to the right of the no-slip region. In contrast, when S / NS = 1, the salt source and salt sink locate at
the left and at the right, respectively. In the case of S / NS
= 0.74, the concentration gradient is the smallest since the
surface conduction is nearly homogeneous.
The bulk concentration gradient induces a diffusioosmotic flow that drives liquid from the region of high concentration to that of low concentration. In the case of
S / NS = 0.5, the diffusio-osmotic flow is opposite to the EO
flow and weakens the EO flow. When S / NS = 1, the diffusioosmotic flow is along the same direction of the EO flow,
potentially enhancing the EO flow. However, Fig. 7 suggests
a different story that can be explained. At large S / NS, the
loss of the EO flow caused by the weaker tangential electric
field component exceeds the gain of the EO flow due to the
diffusio-osmotic flow. In other words, the effect of the
diffusio-osmotic flow on enhancing EO flows is secondary.
VI. CONCLUSION

We numerically studied electro-osmotic flows under the
action of an electric field over a patterned superhydrophobic
surface with periodically distributed regions of no shear and
no slip. Our numerical simulations were in excellent agreements with theoretical predictions in the limit of low surface’s zeta potentials 关46,47兴. Significant enhancement of EO
flows can be achieved only when the liquid-gas interface is
charged. When surface’s zeta potentials are large, nonuniform surface conduction due to the mismatch of ions’ migration and convection over no-shear and no-slip regions cause
the electric field to penetrate the double layer to maintain the
conservation of the current. Such an action leads to a reduction in the tangential component of the electric field inside
the double layer responsible for driving EO flows. Therefore,
the enhancement of EO flows due to the slip is much smaller
than that predicted by the theoretical model without account-

ing for the nonuniform surface conduction. Under certain
conditions, the enhancement of EO flows due to the slip
might be potentially lost in comparison with EO flows over a
homogeneously charged no-slip surface.
Our results indicate that one must be careful to choose
superhydrophobic surfaces for potential electrokinetic applications since the enhancement of EO flows may not always
exist, in particular, for moderately or highly charged surfaces. In order to fully exploit the advantages of a superhydrophobic surface, the surface charge on the liquid-solid interface has to be judiciously chosen to maximize the
enhancement of EO flows. In other words, it is not always
beneficial to replace a homogeneously charged no-slip surface with a superhydrophobic surface.
A superhydrophobic surface is covered with microstructures or nanostructures such as grooves. This roughness traps
gas bubbles inside the textured structures and prevents liquids from wetting the grooves, providing a way to reduce the
friction. In the paper, our model assumed that the liquid-gas
interface is flat and of no shear. Detailed justification of these
assumptions has been presented by Ybert et al. 关27兴. Briefly,
when surfaces with roughness are made of grooves 共Fig. 1兲,
and the viscosity of the gas is much smaller than that of the
liquid, the curvature effect and the finite dissipation within
the gas phase are not important 关27兴.
Finally, in our results, we assumed that the liquid-gas interface carries charges. There are experiments and moleculardynamics simulations supporting that the water-air interface
is negatively charged due to excess OH− 关52,53兴. The zeta
potential of the water-air interface was measured to be
−65 mV 关54,55兴.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we solve a pressure-driven flow over a
periodical array of slip-stick strips in a two-dimensional
channel. To calculate the flow field, we define a stream function 共x , y兲 by
u=


,
y

v=−


.
x

共A1兲

To facilitate the derivation, one can decompose this linear
Stokes’s problem into a superposition of a parabolic flow and
a perturbation to the parabolic flow,

共x,y兲 =  P共y兲 + ˜共x,y兲,

 P共y兲 = y 2 −

y3
.
3

共A2兲

ⴱ
In the above, we use the length of the periodic cell LNS
+ LⴱS
ⴱ 2
ⴱ ⴱ
ⴱ
ⴱ
as the length scale and −兵1 / 关2 共LNS + LS兲 兴其共dP / dx 兲 as
the velocity scale to nondimensionalize Eq. 共A2兲.
The boundary conditions for ˜ over the superhydrophobic
surface are
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˜ = 0,

 ˜
= 0,
y

2+

2˜
= 0,
 y2

⬁

共A3兲

˜ = a y + 兺 an 共ye−ny − ye−2neny兲cos  x. 共A12兲
0
n
n=1 2n

at y = 0, 兩x兩 ⱕ 1/4 共no-slip region兲, 共A4兲

Based on the definition of the effective slip length ␤ 关24兴, the
additional flow rate due to the slip can be written as Q̃ = Q
− 4 / 3 = 4␤. Since

at y = 0,

at y = 0, 1/4 ⬍ 兩x兩 ⱕ 1/2 共no-shear region兲.

Q̃ = 2

2˜
= 0,
 y2

 ˜
= 0,
x

at y = 1.

共A6兲

⬁

a0 + 兺 an

˜  2
˜
 2
= 0.
2 +
x
 y2

n=1

共A8兲

2 + 兺 − an共1 + e−2n兲cos nx = 0,

共A15兲
The dual series Eqs. 共A14兲 and 共A15兲 do not have a standard
analytical form 关56兴 and have to be solved numerically.
To calculate coefficients an, we truncate the dual series
equation at aN−1, multiply cos 2mx 共m ⬍ N兲 with Eqs.
共A14兲 and 共A15兲, and integrate them along their respective
domains. We have

a0

冕

1/4

−1/4

where n = 2n. Accounting for the symmetry, we have used
˜ = 0 at the center 共y = 1兲 to derive Eq. 共A9兲.
the condition 
˜ , the stream function can thus be expressed using
With 
the separation of variables as
共A10兲

4

冕

1/2

1/4

cos 2mxdx + 兺 an
n=1

冕

1/4

−1/4

1 − e−2n
2n

⬁

cos 2mxdx − 兺 2an
n=1

冕

共A16兲

1/2

共1 + e−2n兲

1/4

⫻cos 2mx cos nxdx = 0.

共A17兲

Adding Eqs. 共A16兲 and 共A17兲 together, the result can be
written as a linear system of equations:

n=1

N−1

兺 Amnan = Bm ,

By substituting Eq. 共A10兲 into Eq. 共A7兲, one can obtain
f n⬙ − 2n f n = an共e−ny − e−2neny兲.

⬁

⫻cos 2mx cos nxdx = 0,

共A9兲

n=1

˜ = a y + b + 兺 f 共y兲cos  x.
0
0
n
n

for 1/4 ⬍ 兩x兩 ⱕ 1/2.

n=1

⬁

⬁

for 兩x兩 ⱕ 1/4,

⬁

The solution of Eq. 共A8兲 can be found by using separation of
variables,
˜ = 兺 an cos nx共e−ny − e−2neny兲,


1 − e−2n
cos nx = 0,
2n

共A14兲

共A7兲

˜ can be obtained
The equation of the perturbation vorticity 
by taking the curl of the Stokes equation,

共A13兲

one can immediately obtain ␤ = a0 / 2.
To obtain the slip length, one needs to calculate the set of
coefficients an. The coefficients will be determined by the
boundary conditions 共A4兲 on the no-slip region and Eq. 共A5兲
on the no-shear region. Dual series equations for the coefficients an are inferred as

Here, we assume that the height of the channel is equal to
ⴱ
+ LⴱS兲.
2共LNS
To determine the stream function, we can first calculate
˜ since the stream function satisthe perturbation vorticity 
fies

2˜ 2˜
˜.
+
=
 x2  y 2

ũdy = 2˜共1兲 = 2a0 ,

0

共A5兲
At the center of the channel, symmetric conditions are satisfied,

冕

1

共A18兲

n=0

共A11兲

where

With boundary conditions 共A3兲 and 共A6兲, the perturbation
stream function ˜ is therefore given by
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冕

1/4

−1/4

cos 2mxdx,

共A19兲
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Amn =

冕

1/4

−1/4

−2

冕

1 − e−2n
cos 2mx cos nxdx
2n

Bm = − 4

冕

1/2

cos 2mxdx.

共A21兲

1/4

1/2

共1 + e−2n兲cos 2mx cos nxdx

共n ⱖ 1兲,

1/4

共A20兲

The resulting linear system is then solved and the solution
converges upon truncation refinement.
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